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SupportAssist for iDRAC
Overview
SupportAssist is an integrated feature within iDRAC
providing IT Pros with a single-pane-of-glass to view
their technical support cases. It is an automated system
that detects issues with hardware and instantly opens a
new case with Dell technical support without requiring
user action. Users are able to monitor open issues, view
case statuses and see resolutions. SupportAssist gives
users a pulse on their system and enables tech support
to quickly and efficiently resolve cases.

Audience
The target users for SupportAssist are IT Pros using
iDRAC. iDRAC allows these pros to configure,
monitor, and manage the servers in their environment
(many times with 100’s of servers, storage, and
networking equipment). They need tools that are
efficient, easy to navigate, and able to automate key
functions and features.

Team & Role
I functioned as an Interaction Designer within the
iDRAC product team. I also collaborated with the
SupportAssist product team to leverage the existing
features and API’s for SupportAssist in iDRAC.
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SupportAssist for iDRAC
Problem
Currently, iDRAC has no concept of automatic case
creation. An IT Pro must first recognize there is a
problem with their system (often this happens too late),
then call tech support to assess the issue and open a
case. In order to create and troubleshoot a case, tech
support requires a system report. Users must manually
run and save the report and send it to the support team
via email. Furthermore, users have no insight into their
cases and support history through the GUI.

Solution
The iDRAC team aspired to create a seamless interface
that monitors system activity, pro-actively assesses issues,
creates cases and provides visibility into their cases and
history to simplify the lives of users.
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Design Process
Approach
The design process for this application involved weekly
meetings with the SupportAssist and iDRAC product
teams to define and design the product. There was
constant iteration and refinement, but ultimately the
design fell into four larger phases.
Phase 1: Requirements Gathering/Bare-bones Design
Phase 2: The Details: Added Requirements/Constraints
Phase 3: Refining Requirements and Error Scenarios
Phase 4: Visual Design

I obtained feedback from tech support, the
SupportAssist product team, and the iDRAC product
team to build an understanding of the user/product
needs and design a solution that met user needs while
also aligning with business goals.
View the full prototype here. Password: nikig.
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Design Process: Bare-bones Design
Feature Requirements
After preliminary requirements discussions with the
product team, I designed a foundation to help define
the vision and structure of SupportAssist on iDRAC.
SupportAssist Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Registration
Run a Collection
Send a Collection
View Case History
Automatic Scheduled Collections
Automatic Event Based Collections
Update Contact Information
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Design Process: The Details
Added Requirements & Constraints
The first round of design laid a strong foundation into
which additional requirements and constraints could be
added.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case Details
Case Status
Contract Overview
Collections Log
Collection Settings Overview
Save Collections
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Design Process: Error Scenarios
Refining Requirements & Error
Scenarios
This round of design added final behaviors and error
scenarios. The interactions were finalized and the
feature requirements were set in stone.
•
•
•
•

Default Save Location for Collections
Proxy Error
iSM Error
Disabled by Web-service
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Design Process: Visual Design
Visual Design
The goal with the final SupportAssist visual design was
to create an eye-catching UI that motivates users to
register by highlighting the applications benefits and,
upon registration, allowing IT Pros to easily perform
tasks and monitor their support cases/history.
I worked alongside a Visual Designer to make this
vision a reality.
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Final Thoughts
Final Thoughts
All in all, the SupportAssist feature was successfully
designed with in-depth collaboration between tech
support, the iDRAC product team, and the
SupportAssist team. We were able to create an interface
that monitors system activity, pro-actively assess issues,
creates cases and provides visibility into cases.

What’s Next
There were many constraints with the depth of
information that could be provided to users, along with
back-end limitations. SupportAssist succeeded in
providing a vast amount of data to meet users
immediate needs. For future designs, it is necessary to
work in greater collaboration with Dell’s support teams
to deliver the next layer of value to our users.

SupportAssist Prototype
View the full prototype here. Password: nikig.
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